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ABSTRACT
HIDAYATULLOH, ALFIAN ZAMLATIF. Revealing the Messages through
the Main Characters and Plot in Carlo Collodi’sThe Adventures of
Pinocchio.Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata
Dharma University, 2014.
This thesis discussed the message that isrevealed through the main
characters and plot in the Adventure of Pinocchio (1881) by Carlo Collodi. There
are three main characters analyzed in the story. Those are Pinocchio, Geppetto,
and the Blue Fairy. The writer also analyzed the plot that is divided into four
parts. From the analysis on the characters and plot the writer found some
messages in the story. The writer is interested in analyzing the message because
no matter how the story goes, there must be a message as a valuable lesson to be
learnt.
The objectives that are analyzed in this study are to find out the
descriptions of the main characters and the plot of the story.After finding the
descriptions of the main characters and the plot, the writer tries to reveal the
messages of the story.
The writer does library research as the methods used in this study. Library
research was used since the data needed to support this thesis was taken from
printed materials. The writer used New Criticism and it was applied because this
study focused on the intrinsic elements; characters, plot, and message.
The first result of the analysis is the main characters’ descriptions.
Pinocchio is described as disobedient, indecisive, spoiled, dishonest, polite,
courageous, and kind. Geppetto is described as caring and wise while the Blue
Fairy’s characteristics are kind and patient. The second analysis is the description
of the plot divided into four parts.The exposition consists of the introduction of
the main characters and the background of the story. The next part, complication
or rising action, consists of the conflict faced by the main character, Pinocchio.
The climax is the result of the Pinocchio conflicts and Pinocchio’s greatest
struggle. The last is the happy ending for Pinocchio as a denouement where
Pinocchio becomes a real boy.The result of the last analysis that is the writer
found five messages that revealed through the main characters and plot of the
story. Those messages are that everyone should have the unwavering convictions,
everyone must make their best effort to obtain the satisfactory result, everyone
should be brave to do what they have to do, everyone should learn to forgive
others’ mistakes, and everyone should be willing to sacrifice for others.
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ABSTRAK
HIDAYATULLOH, ALFIAN ZAMLATIF. Revealing the Messages through
the Main Characters and Plot in Carlo Collodi’s The Adventures of
Pinocchio. Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas
Sanata Dharma, 2014.
Tesis ini mendiskusikan tentang pesan yang dapat ditinjau dari karater
utama dan alur cerita dalam buku the Adventure of Pinocchio (1881) karya Carlo
Collodi. Karaker utama yang dianalisa pada cerita ini adalah Pinocchio, Geppetto,
dan the Blue Fairy. Penulis juga menganalisa tentang alur cerita yang terbagi
dalam empat bagian. Penulis menemukan pesan dalam cerita ini sesuai dengan
analisis pada karater dan alur cerita. Penulis tertarik untuk menganalisa pesan
dalam buku ini karena bagaimanapun jalan ceritanya pasti ada pelajaran berharga
yang dapat dipelajari melalui pesan.
Tujuan dari pembelajaran ini adalah untuk menemukan gambaran dari
ketiga tokoh utama dan alur cerita. Setelah menemukan gambaran dari tokohtokoh utama dan alur cerita, Penulis menggunakannya untuk mengungkapkan
pesan-pesan dari cerita.
Penulis melakukan riset pustaka sebagai metode yang digunakan dalam
pembelajaran ini. Riset pustaka ini digunakan karena data-data yang dibutuhkan
untuk menunjang tesis ini diambil dari media cetak. Penulis menggunakan Kritik
Sastra Baru karena fokus pada pembelajaran ini adalah unsur interinsik seperti
karakter, plot, dan pesan.
Hasil yang didapat dari analisis pertama adalah gambaran dari ketiga
karakter utama. Pinocchio digambarkan sebagai seseorang yang tidak patuh, tidak
tegas, manja, tidak jujur namun sopan, berani dan baik hati. Geppetto
digambarkan sebagai seseorang yang peduli dan bijak sedangkan karakteristik
dari the Blue Fairy adalah baik hati dan penyabar. Analisis kedua adalah
gambaran dari alur cerita yang terbagi dalam empat bagian. Exposisi yang terdiri
dari pengenalan karater utama dan latar belakang cerita. Bagian selanjutnya yaitu
komplikasi yang memuat konflik yang dihadapi oleh salah satu karakter utama,
Pinocchio. Bagian ketiga, Klimaks disebabkan oleh konflik yang dihadapi oleh
Pinocchio dan perjuangan terhebat yang dihadapi Pinocchio. Yang terakhir adalah
akhir yang membahagiakan untuk Pinocchio dimana ia mendapatkan apa yang dia
inginkan, menjadi anak laki-laki asli. Hasil dari analisis yang terakhir adalah
penulis menemukan lima pesan yang ditinjau dari karakter utama dan alur pada
cerita. Pesan-pesan tersebut adalah setiap orang harus mempunyai keyakinan yang
tak tergoyahkan, setiap orang harus melakukan yang terbaik untuk mendapatkan
hasil yang memuaskan, setiap orang harus berani untuk melakukan hal yang
seharusnya mereka lakukan, setiap orang harus belajar memaafkan kesalahan
orang lain, dan setiap orang harus dapat berkorban demi orang lain.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides four subtitles. The first is the background of the
study that gives the brief explanation of this thesis including the topic and the
reason for choosing the topic. The second is problem formulation which mentions
some problems questioned in this thesis. The third is objectives of the study and
the last is definition of terms which explains some specific terms mentioned in the
title of the study.

A. Background of the Study
Literature is a work of art that conveys human interest in society, universe,
thought, and everything they wish to write and say. Literatures involvehuman
interest in telling a story and arrangeitswords in artistic form. Literature
alsodescribes some aspects of human experience. There are forms of
literaturewhich are short story, poetry, play script, and novel. Eagleton sees
literature as ‘imaginative’ writing in sense of fiction (1983: 1). It means that
literature is a medium for certain people to express their imaginative way of
thinking in the form of writing.Esther Lombardi, the author of Literaturein
classlit.about.com defines:

1
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A term used to describe written or spoken material. Broadly speaking,
"literature" is used to describe anything from creative writing to more
technical or scientific works, but the term is most commonly used to refer
to works of the creative imagination, including works of poetry, drama,
fiction,
and
nonfiction(http://classiclit.about.com/od/literaryterms/g/aa_whatisliter.htm
).
From the passage above, literature is a written or spoken material that contains not
only creative imagination, such as poetry, drama, fiction, and nonfiction, but also
the creative writing such as technical or scientific works. The purpose of literature
is to give a satisfactionto the reader and also to give them knowledge.
The literary workthat the writer analyzes isThe Adventures of Pinocchioas the
primary subject of this study. The Adventures of Pinocchio is the bookwritten by
an Italian author, Carlo Collodi. This book tells about the poor carpenter called
Geppetto who received an enchanted wood from his friend, Mr. Antonio. Soon,
Geppetto carved the wood into a fine marionette because he wanted to make
something to accompany him in his life. Right after the marionette is done,
Geppetto named the marionettePinocchio. Pinocchio acknowledgedGeppetto as
his father even though he often madeGeppetto angry because of his attitude.
Pinocchio got separated from Geppetto because he brokethe rule and followedhis
own will even though it was bad. Eventually, that brought him to the miraculous
adventure from his meeting with the other supporting characters and the Blue
Haired Fairy whom Pinocchio acknowledged as his mother and even his action to
save his father from the big Shark. In the end of his adventure, Pinocchio got a
lesson and achievement for being a good boy.
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Having finished reading The Adventures of Pinocchio, the writer finds some
interesting points to discuss and analyze in relation to the message of the story
through the main characters and plot. In the literary work, analyzing message is a
valuable thing because message is a lesson for the reader. In this study, the writer
focuses only in three main charactersthat have important rolesin TheAdventures of
Pinocchio which is Pinocchio, Geppetto, and Blue Fairy;and some events that
implicate those characters. The message can be revealed by relating the analysis
of those characters and plot.

B. Problem Formulation
There are three problems that discussed in the study. The problems are
formulated in the questions below.
1.

How are the main characters in Carlo Collodi’sThe Adventures of
Pinocchio described?

2.

How is the plot in Carlo Collodi’sThe Adventures of Pinocchiodescribed?

3.

What is the message revealed through the main characters and the plot in
Carlo Collodi’sThe Adventures of Pinocchio?
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C. Objectives of the Study
This study aims to analyze the messages in Carlo Collodi’sThe Adventures of
Pinocchio, whichare revealed through the plot and main characters’ description as
stated in the problem formulation.
According to the topic, first,the writer tries to see how the main characters are
described in the novel. Secondly, the writer tries to analyze the plot of the novel
and its part. At last, the writer tries to reveal the message of the story that is
conveyed through the understanding and description of the main characters and
the plot.

D. Definition of Terms
Message, according to Beaty and Hunter in New Worlds of Literature, is the
real meaning of some conclusion that can be simply stated or summarized inside a
work of art (1989:899).
Character, as Abrams stated in A Glossary of Literary Terms, is the person
presented in dramatic or narrative work who are interpreted by the readers as
being endowed with moral and dispositional qualities that are expressed in what
they say-the dialogue-and what they do-the action. Abrams also gives the
description of main character as “the person in dramatic or narrative work who
becomes the focus of the story and theperson who take an action within a story,
poetry, and or other literary works” (1985: 20-21).
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Plot, as stated by Abrams in the same book describes plot as “the structure of
its actions, as these are ordered and rendered toward achieving particular
emotional and artistic effects” (1985: 137).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this chapter, there are three subtitles. Those are review of related studies,
review of related theories, and theoretical framework. The first is review of
related studies which contains the review of several previous studies that have
been done related to the topic of this study. The second is review of related
theories which contains some theories that uses to answer the problem
formulations. The last, theoretical framework, discuss the writer’s explanation
about the contribution of those theories mentioned in the second subtitles in
solving the problems.

A. Review of Related Studies
The first related study is from a thesis written by Wibowo entitled Moral
Teaching Revealed in the Main Characters of Carlo Collodi’s the Adventures of
Pinocchio. This thesis discussed the moral teaching that can be seen from three
main characters; Pinocchio, Geppetto, and the Fairy. Although there are more than
three main characters in this novel, the writer only took three characters to focus.
He stated that:
There are three main characters that play an important role in this novel;
namely Pinocchio himself, Mr. Geppetto, and the Fairy. The writer limits the
concern only on those three characters. It is because the novel describes
Pinocchio’s achievement, adventures, and struggles how he finally becomes a
real boy (Wibowo, 2004: 22).

6
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This thesis also uses three main characters as the focus of the study because the
writer agrees with Wibowo that in the Adventures of Pinocchio, the main
characters are only three which are Pinocchio, Geppetto, and the Blue Fairy while
the other characters are just the supporting character. Yet, this thesis has different
focus which is revealing the messages from those three characters and plot while
in Wibowo’s thesis, he revealed the moral teaching from those characters also.
Wibowoused different theories such as theory on relation between literature and
moral and theory on character and characterization while the writer usedtheory on
message, theory on character and characterization, and theory on plot. Moral
teaching and message might concern in the same study but the writer wanted to
see the Adventure of Pinocchio in a different way, not only analyzing the main
characters but also the plot of the story.
The next related study is from Maria Magdalena AriyaniLusiyana’s thesis
entitled Discovering the Messages through the characters and plot in George
Eliot’s Adam Bede. This thesis hasa different focus withWibowo’sthesis but
Lusiyana’sthesis comes to the writer’s related study because it has the same focus.
In this thesis,Lusiyana focuses on finding the messages through the characters and
plot. In George Eliot’s Adam Bede she can find four messages. One of the
messagesis reviewed as follows:
Through her character, the author conveys a message. The first message is
that we can be blinded by our own desire if we are not being careful.
Hetty is a day-dreaming who really wants to live in wealth and get
everything what she needs. She always spends her time to think about her
fantasy because that is all she can do.She is blinded by her dreams and
love so that she can do such a fool action by making an appointment and
having secret affair with Arthur. Hetty’s journey to find Arthur is also a
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fool because it is useless. Instead of finding him, she is arrested and put in
jail for murdering her own child (Lusiyana, 2006: 44).
The passage above discusses that the message is revealed through the character
and characterization of Hetty Sorrel, the main character. Hetty is a dreamy person
who always spends her time to fantasize her unfulfilled dreams so that the reader
can draw a conclusion of a message based on the uniqueness of Hetty Sorrel. The
other message of Lusiyana’s thesis:
The fourth message found by the writer is that we have to be responsible
for the action we have done. Hetty and Arthur have a love affair and they
let nobody knows about it. Their love affair causes Hetty pregnant.
However, Arthur leaves Hetty without knowing that she is pregnant his
baby. Arthur is not responsible because he has made her pregnant; in fact
they have not married. Hetty who is in her journey to find him bears her
child and she leaves it in the wood. The child dies when she leaves it
alone. (Lusiyana, 2006: 46).
In her analysis above, she reveals the message through the plot. The plot of the
story is the action of Arthur and Hetty who build a secret affair and caused Hetty’s
pregnancy, later she arrests and sentences to death. Hetty’s confession is the result
of her responsibilities for her crime but Arthur who leavesHetty, shows no
responsible.
In contrast with the studies above, the writer is interested in analyzing the
messages that revealed in the Adventures of Pinocchio through the description of
the main characters and the description of the plot of the story. The writer sees the
Adventures of Pinocchio as a work of literature which contains a message for the
reader to learn. Therefore, the writer uses the characters and the plot to reveal the
messages because the writer believes that every story has its own message and the
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readersonly concerned with the characters and how the story goes. That is how
they will get the message.

B. Review of Related Theories
To answer the problem formulation that the writer stated earlier, related studies
is not the only one required. Theories are also needed to support the analysis.
Those theories are the theory oncharacter and characterization, theory on plot and
theory on message.

1. Theory on Character and Characterization
As stated in the previous chapter, character is the focus of the story. In
revealing the messages, character especially the main characters is needed because
message cannot be revealed without an involvement of those characters.
In A Glossary of Literary Terms, Abrams said that character is one of the
important elements of a story and a person who has important role of the story
(1985:20). Abrams adds:
Characters are the persons presented in a dramatic or narrative work, who
are interpreted by the reader as being endowed with moral, dispositional,
and emotional qualities that are expressed in what they say—the
dialogue—and by what they do—the action (Abrams, 1985: 23-25).
From the quotation above, the reader can analyze the character’s moral, nature,
and experience by paying attention to what they act and what they say through the
dialogue.According to him, characters can be divided into two categories which
are major and minor characters. A major character usually appears from the
beginning until the end of the story and becomes the focus of the story. They
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usually create an event directly or indirectly. The events itself can be the support
for the development of the major characters. In contrast, minor characters are a
person who has the roles to support the major characters. Minor charactersare not
developed by the events which make them less important than the major
characters (1985:20-21).
There are nine ways to describe the character’s personality and traits as
stated in M.J. Murphy’s book Understanding Unseen: An Introduction to English
Poetry and the English Novel for Overseas Students(1972: 161-173). Those are:

a. Personal Descriptions
The author can describe a person based on the appearance and clothes.
b. Character as Seen by Another
The author can describe the person through the views and opinions of
another person instead of describing him/her directly. The reader gets a reflected
image.
c. Speech
The author can give the reader a perception or a clue of a person based on
what that person says, whenever he/she is in conversation with another, and
his/her opinion.
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d. Past Life
The author can give the reader a perception or a clue of a person by letting
them learn something about a person’s past life including the events that have
helped to shape the person’s character.
e. Conversation of Others
The author can give the reader a clue to a person’s character through the
conversation of other person and the things they say about him/her.
f. Reactions
The author let the reader know how the reaction of a person to various
situations and events as a clue to the person’s character.
g. Direct Comment
The author can define or comment on a person’s character directly.
h. Thoughts
The author can give the reader direct knowledge of what a person is
thinking about.
i. Mannerisms
The Author can depict a person’s mannerisms, habits, or idiosyncrasies
which may also tell the reader something about his/her character.

2. Theory on Plot
Plot is a plan or scheme that builds a novel or a storyline. In other words, a
good novel shouldhave a good plot structure. Because of that, understanding
elements of plot is essential to the reader. Murphy, in the same book, stated that “a
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plot is a carefully thought-out plan in which all the events, all the actions and
reactions of the characters, contribute towards the forward movement of the story”
(1972: 134). The explanation above means that plot is created within how the
characters do the action and the reactions of the sequence. Murphy also states that
plot can be categorized as three, which are:

a. Novels with Tight and Well-Defined Plots (Conventional Plot)
This type of plot sees how the plot moves on towards the climax. For example,
there is a hero and he defeated all the bad people. He reached the victory and
gained the achievement. The entire story mainly focuses on the hero and the
settingsaretakes place just in a few places like forest, mountain, inn, and hero’s
house (1972: 135-137).

b. Novels with Loose and Rambling Plots
This type indicates that the story in which the hero centered but the hero
wanders from one place to another. It is a little bit difficult to follow because the
plot is hopping. This plot has humor, pathos and suspense to make the reader
laugh, weep, or wait. In this type of plot, the story ends together rather hastily and
often untidily (1972: 138).
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c. Novels with No Plot in the Normal Sense
This type can be found in the modern ones, which is the work do not at all
have a plot in the sense in which we have been discussing it. They tightly planned
and lead to a climax and a satisfactory and neat conclusion (1972: 139-140).
From the three categories above the writer may conclude that plot has its own
characteristics such as only take place in certain place, the plot is hoppingfrom
one place to another place, and do not have a plot at all because the author only
focus on making good climax.
Forster in his book, Aspect of the Novel and Related Writings, stated that plot
is different from a story. He says, “Story as a narrative of events arranged in their
time-sequence while plot is also a narrative event but emphasizing on causality”
(1974: 60). It shows that plot not only provideschronological events but also
contains causality of events.
In the book A Glossary of Literary Terms 6th by Abrams, he quotes Aristotle’s
word about plot which is plot as a continuous of “beginning, middle, and end”.
The beginning initiates the main action in a way which makes us look forward to
something more; the middle presume what has gone before and requires
something to follow; and the end follows from what has gone before but requires
nothing more; we are satisfied that the plot is complete (1985: 161).
He also gives the other form of plot which is “exposition”, “complication”,
“climax”, and “denouement”. Exposition is the beginning of the novel when the
character is stated and the background is introduced. When the interest is
increased and it becomes more complicated it is a complication. Climax is
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whenthe conflict or raising action reaches the highest level. The last is
denouement, when the story reaches the conclusion that leads to the ending of the
story.

3. Theory on Message
In the literary works, the writer believes that the works contains the author’s
point to tell the reader whether it is consciously or unconsciously. This is a
message of literary works. It aims to tell the reader and give a lesson of life.
In New Worlds of Literature, Beaty and Hunter stated that messages can be
defined as the real meaning or some conclusions that can be simply stated or
summarized inside a work of art (1989: 899). It means that message is somehow
the point of the story. Real meaning itself is the meaning which the author
intentionally put on the story. Rather than enjoying the pleasure of reading the
literary works, the reader sometimes look for a deeper meaning of the works and
seethe conclusion as a message.
The writer then may say that related to the theory and related studies, message
mainly be defined based on character and plot. Plot is used because the situations
that depicted is clear so the message is can be seen clearly too. Message is also
related to moral but it has no limitation such as good or bad. People may conclude
that the message is bad or good based on his background but moral is what
general people see whether it is good or bad and It has values.
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C. Theoretical Framework
This study has three problems described; there are the characterization of three
main characters and plot in each chapter in the Adventures of Pinocchio and
revealing the message from that book. In the first problem, the writer uses some
theories of character and characterization taken from Murphy’s Understanding
Unseen: An Introduction to English Poetry and the English Novel for Overseas
Studentsand Abrams’ A Glossary of Literary Terms 6th. Based on Murphy’s
theory, the writer applies the theory about the nine ways to describe the
character’s personality and traits and from Abrams’ theory the writer applies how
to distinguish the major and minor character. The result is to show that the
difference characteristic between the main characters lead to the plot development
in the second problem.
The second problem, the writer applies some theories of plot taken from the
same book from Murphy and Abrams; and also Forster’s book entitled Aspect of
the Novel and Related Writings. Those theories bring to the analysis about the
three categories of plot such as tight and well-defined plot, loose and rambling
plot, and no plot in the normal sense; and also four sections of plot. Those are the
exposition, complication, climax, and denouement.
The last problem is about the message that is revealed through the main
characters and plot of the story. The writer uses thetheories of message taken
fromBeaty and Hunter’s book,New Worlds of Literature in answering the last
problem. Finally, the last step will be done by the writer to draw a conclusion of
the analysis of this study.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This chapter consists of three subtitles such as the object of the study, the
approach of the study, and the method of the study. Object of the study provides
the explanation of the data of this study. Approach of the study contains the
description of the approach that the writer uses in this study. The last is the
method of the study that consists of the writer’s methods in analyzing the works.

A. Object of the Study
This study discusses one of Carlo Collodi’s works, The Adventures of
Pinocchio, a fairy tale novel about the enchanted marionette whom he put as the
main character, Pinocchio. The novel consists of 183 pages with illustrations and
divided into 36 chapters. This novel was published by Collins in 1881. This novel
also had been adopted into play and movie but the most famous is Walt Disney’s
cartoon in 1940.
The author, Carlo Collodi, was born in November 24th, 1826, in Florence and
died in Florence on October 26th, 1890. He originally named Carlo Lorenzini and
adopted “Collodi” from his mother’s birthplace. He had written many works such
as Giornale per i Bambini, L’amicodeiFanciulli, Cordelia; Giornale per le
GiovinetteItaliane, and The Adventures of Pinocchio.
The novel version is different from Disney’s version where the novel puts
every element in detail. For example in the early beginning of the novel, the
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author gives an interesting narration. Other fairy tales might say “Once upon a
time there was a prince” but he says “Once upon a time there was a piece of
wood”. The author in this state wants to tell the reader about how his novel is
different with other fairy tales and to give such a mystery to the reader. Yet,
Pinocchio is already enchanted when he still a piece of wood. The other thing that
is interesting is that the first person found Pinocchio is Mr. Antonio not Geppetto.
Thus, the story of Pinocchio grows more complicated where he was going to
be burnt to make a charcoal, faced the troubles by the Fox and the Cat, chased by
snake, met his stepmother; Blue Fairy, going to the land and he became a donkey,
and also got eaten by the big Shark. Pinocchio then suffer many things such as
violence, betrayal, feeling guilty because of not to keep his promise, and also
feeling of regret. Yet, he finally learnt a lesson from those things and becomes a
real boy. The writer, related to the topic of this study, realized that there areso
many interesting messagescan be foundfrom the plot as the involvement of the
main characters (Pinocchio, Geppetto, and Blue Fairy).

B. Approach of the Study
According to the topic, the writer analyzes how message reveals in Carlo
Collodi’sThe Adventures of Pinocchio through the main characters and plot.
Therefore, the writer applies New Criticism as references and to contribute the
writer to solve the problem formulations. New Criticism, as stated in Abrams’
book A Glossary of Literary Terms, is a prominent literary criticism that was until
late 1960s (1985: 246). Abrams also states:
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Proper concern of literary criticism is not with the external circumstance of
effects of a work, but with detailed consideration of the work itself (1985:
246).
According to the quotation above, New Criticism is opposing the analysis of
author’s biography, social context, and literary history. Thus, New Criticism is
strongly focused on the detailed analysis of the literary work or text itself.
Abramsadds that New Criticism often classified as a type of critical formalism
because this critical focus on literary work in isolation from its attendant
circumstances and effects (1985: 247).
Selden, Widdowson and Brooker in A Reader’s Guide to Contemporary
Literary Theory: Fourth Edition, insists that New Criticism is not concerned with
context such as historical, biographical, intellectual, and not interested in the
‘fallacies’ of ‘intention’ or ‘affect’. Yet, New Criticism is only concerned with the
text itselfand how the text speaks itself (1997: 18).
The writer considers this approach is applicable according to the two
comments above because related to this thesis, the messages canbe found by
focusing on the text or understanding how the text speaks through theintrinsic
elements; the main characters and plot.

C. Method of the Study
In analyzing Carlo Collodi’sThe Adventures of Pinocchio, the writer applies
the library researchas the method of study. The other materials and references that
the writer use to support the study are taken from printed materials which are
books of literary theories, essays, the novel itself, and the previous thesis with the
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same topic or the same work. The primary data are taken from the novel the
Adventures of Pinocchiowhile the references are the secondary data to support the
analysis. The writer also took references from many sources in internet such as
websites and articles.
The method to provide the answer to each question in the problem formulation
in this thesis is taken in some steps. First, the writers read the novel because the
novel is the primary data. In reading the novel,the writer tried to gain deeper
understanding on the story in order to get some ideas to be analyzed further.
Those ideas were formulated as problem formulation.
The second step was collecting some references from some books, thesis,
websitesand articles. Those references included theory on message, theory on
character and characterization, and theory on plot. The writer also applied New
Criticism approach since this study discuss about message in literary work.
The third step was analyzing the formulated problems in the previous chapter.
In the first problem, the writer applied the theories on character and
characterization.To answer the second problem, theories on plot was employed. In
the third problem, the writer used theories on message which is related to those
two previous theories by using New Criticism.
The fourth step is to make a conclusion from the previous analysis starting
from the characterization of the main characters in The Adventures of Pinocchio,
the plot of the story, and the message that revealed through the main characters
and plot of the story in The Adventures of Pinocchio.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the writer presents the result of the analysis as the answer
of the problem formulation in the previous chapter. This chapter consists of three
subtitles. The first subtitle contains the answers of the first question stated in the
problem formulation that is the descriptions of the main characters (Pinocchio,
Geppetto, and Blue Fairy) in Carlo Collodi’s The Adventures of Pinocchio. The
second subtitle provides the analysis of plot in the story. In the last subtitle, it
reveals the message that can be found in this novel seen through its main
characters and plot.

A. The Description of the Main Characters
1. Pinocchio
Originally, Pinocchio is the piece of wood that was found by Mr. Antonio to
make a leg for his little table. Later, Mr. Antonio gave the piece of wood to
Geppetto since he was looking for a wood to make a marionette. Pinocchio’s
name came from a family who’s all the members got along splendidly and had a
good luck (p. 29). Pinocchio is described as long-nosed marionette and small just
like the children of his age. Because of his small body, he could run quickly.
Pinocchio is poorly dressed due to Geppetto’s poverty. He wore a suit out of
flowered paper, a pair of shoes out of bark, and a cap out of a soft piece of bread
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(p. 46). In the story, Pinocchio shows many interesting characteristics that will be
presented in the following.
a. Disobedient
Pinocchio is described as a disobedient boy. It means that Pinocchio would
not listen to any good advices that would avoidhim from troubles. It is shown
after his poor father was arrested by the police, Pinocchio ran away to get home
quickly. When he got home, he found himself together with Talking Cricket. The
Cricket said if the children rebel against their parents, they will never be happy in
this world. Instead of listeningto his good advice, Pinocchio replied:
“Sing away Cricket, just as you please; but tomorrow, at sunrise, I am
going to leave; for if I stay here it will happen to me just as it happens to
other children: I shall be sent to school and by love or by force, I shall be
made to study. Now i will tell you in confidence that i don’t intend to
study at all; I should be far happier chasing butterflies, and climbing trees
to rob birds’ nest” (p. 35).
Pinocchio chose to live freely rather than listening to the Talking Cricket’s
good advice. As a boy who did not wanted to do anything but play, Pinocchio
would disobey anything that opposed his will. Later, Talking Cricket gave him
another advice when Pinocchio desired to multiply his gold money given by Fire
Eater in the field of Miracle. At this second time, Pinocchio still showed his
disobedience.
“No, I am going forward.”
“It is very late.”
“I am going forward.”
“it is a dark night.”
“I am going forward.”
“And it’s a dangerous way...”
“I am going forward.”
“Remember that children who do as they please are sorry for it sooner or
later.”
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“That’s an old story, good night, Cricket!” (p. 65)
From the conversation between Pinocchio and Talking Cricket above,
Pinocchio still ignored Talking Cricket’s good advice. The Cricket said that it was
dark and dangerous because he had already known what wouldhappen to
Pinocchio. Pinocchio, as stated by the Cricket as the boy who “do as he please”,
said “I’m going forward” and in the end he said “That’s an old story” in order to
show his disobedient toward the Cricket.
Not only Talking Cricket, Pinocchio also disobeyed his parent’s order. Blue
Fairy, who eventually became Pinocchio’s stepmother, asked Pinocchio to invite
all his friends for breakfast and came home before dark. He ignored her order and
influenced by Lampwick’s bad call to go to Toyland, a place where no school and
all the boys could play as much as they want. As a result, Pinocchio became a
poor lame donkey and sold to the circus (pp. 134-159).
b. Indecisive
Pinocchio isdescribed as an indecisive person. He often changed his
destination so that he often led himself into the trouble and feeling of regret. Once
he made a good decision about something, he could easily change his mind. It was
shown when his poor father sold his coat to buy a book for Pinocchio in order to
facilitate his study. Seeing his father’s sacrifice, he made a decision to study hard.
But when he was on the way to school he heard the music of fifes and drum in the
distance. At first, he remembered about his decision to study and hesitated but he
was curious to see what was going on. Without any consideration, he decided to
go where the sound came from. Pinocchio said:
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“Today I will listen to the fifes, and tomorrow I will go to school. There’s
always time to go to school,” said that bad boy, shrugging his shoulders (p.
48).
Like a boy of his age, he was happy to do something fun rather than doing
something which was more priority. In the other case, Pinocchio received five
gold coins from Fire Eater because he had a pity for Pinocchio family’s condition.
With those coins, Pinocchio wanted to buy a new book because his old book was
sold to buy a ticket for the show and bought his poor father a new coat. On the
way home, he met the Fox and the Cat who asked him if he wanted to make his
money double in the field of miracle. At first Pinocchio said:
“No, I don’t want to go. I am almost home, and I want to go to my father,
who is waiting for me. Who knows how he must have worried when I
didn’t come home! I know only too well that i have been a very bad boy.
The Talking Cricket was right when he said: ‘Disobedient children will
never be happy in this world.’ I have proved it to my cost, for I have
suffered all sorts misfortunes; and last night, in Fire-Eater’s house, I was in
danger of....Brrr! it gives me gooseflesh to think of it (p, 59).”
For the quotation above, it can be seen that Pinocchio felt guilty for his father
and did not want to repeat the same mistake. But later on, the Fox and the Cat
kept persuade him and Pinocchio was agreed to go with them.
“What good people!” thought Pinocchio; and straightway forgetting his
father, the new coat, the primer, and all his good resolutions, he said to the
Fox and the Cat:
“Well, lead on, I will go with you.” (p. 61)
Because of his indecisivecharacteristic, he got so many troubles that
threatened his own life. For example, he almost died because of the Assassins and
Big Snake. But he must deal with all the consequences in order to teach him a
lesson.
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c. Spoiled
Pinocchio isdescribed asa child. It is essential for him being spoiled
especially to his father, Geppetto. At their first reunion, Pinocchio got the pears
from his father. He said to his father, “if you want me to eat them you must peel
them for me (p. 42).” That is Pinocchio’s sign for being spoiled. Pinocchio also
showed that he was spoiled in front of his step-mother, Blue Fairy.
Blue fairy said, “Drink this, and in a few days you will be well.”
Pinocchio looked at the glass, pursed up his lips, and said in a whining
voice:
“Is it sweet, or bitter?”
“It is bitter, but it will do you good.”
“If it’s bitter I don’t want to drink it.”
“Listen to me, and drink it.”
“But I don’t like anything bitter (p. 75).”
From the quotations above, Pinocchio’s reason for being spoiled was because
he did not want to eat something bitter eventhough it was good for him. He
wanted to drink the medicine unless Blue Fairy gave him some sugar. After
Pinocchio received the sugar, he still did not want to drink it until the Fairy
showed him a coffin with Pinocchio’s name carved on it.
d. Dishonest
In the story, Pinocchiois always trying to hide something and rarely told the
truth to his parents. Therefore, he is described as a dishonest person. It was
provenafter his feet were burned by the fireplace in his house. Geppetto asked him
what happened to his feet. Instead of telling his father that his feet were burned,
Pinocchio answered that his feet was eaten by the cat (p. 41). The other evidence
comes when Blue Fairy asked where Pinocchio’s gold money is. Pinocchio was
afraid that the Fairy would took his money if he told her. Pinocchio said:
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“I have lost them,” replied Pinocchio, but the told a lie, for he had them in
the pocket.
As soon as he had told this lie his nose, which was already very long,
become two inches longer.
“Oh! Now that I remember,” Replied the marionette in great confusion, “I
didn’t lose the money; I swallowed it when I was taking your medicine (p.
79).”
As the result of his dishonesty, his nose’s size increased several inches longer
that he can hardly move. Knowing that, Pinocchio wasembarrassed and begged to
the Fairy to bring his nose back to the regular size. Suddenly, a thousand
woodpeckers came and bring Pinocchio’s nose back. After that moment, once
Pinocchio told a lie, his nose began to grow. At the time when Pinocchio got an
accident with his classmate in seashore, an old man asked him who Pinocchiowas.
He answered, “I think he (Pinocchio) is a very good boy who loves to study, who
is obedient, and who loves his father and his family (p. 129).” Pinocchio was
praising himself at that time but as soon as he finished his sentence, his nose had
grown several inches. After he clarified to the old man that his previous sentence
about Pinocchio is a good boy, obedient, and loves his family is wrong, his nose
back to normal.
e. Polite
Although Pinocchio had several badcharacteristics, he also hadseveral good
characteristics. One of them is polite. Pinocchio surprisingly, showed good
manner to other people. For example when he got caught by Fire-Eater, he called
the Fire-Eater by “Your Honor”. Pinocchio said “Long life to you” when FireEater sneeze. The dialogue between Pinocchio and Fire-Eater below shows that
Pinocchio really upholds mannerism.
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“Have mercy, Signor Fire-Eater!”
“There are no signori here!” replied the Showman sternly.
“Have mercy, Cavalier!”
“There are no Cavaliers here!”
“Have mercy, Commander!”
“There are no Commanders here!”
“Have mercy, Your Excellency!”
When he heard himself called “Your Excellency,” the Showman pursed up
his lips, and, suddenly becoming more human and tractable (p. 55).
Pinocchio also showed his manner when he said thanks to other person who
helped him. After he was saved by the Dolphin because he was stranded in
nowhere island, he said to the Dolphin, “Good-bye, Mr. Fish, Pardon the trouble I
have caused you, and a thousand thanks (p. 105).”
f. Courageous
Besides being a polite person, Pinocchio is also described asa courageous
person. His desire to rescue his father is valuable. Just like when he saw his father
on the little boat in the seashore, and his father’s little boat was disappeared with
the big wave, he suddenly threw himself to the sea to help his father (p. 102).
Magnificently, his courage brought an idea to escape from the Big Shark that
had been eaten Geppetto for two years. Pinocchio, who was also caught in the
Shark’s body, said to his father:
“Then Daddy,” said Pinocchio, “there is no time to be lost. Let us try to
find a way to escape immediately.”
“We can escape by way of the Shark’s mouth; throw ourselves into the
sea, and swim for the shore.”
“I am a good swimmer. You can get on my back, Daddy, and I will carry
you safe and sound to the shore.”
“Try me, and you will see! At any rate, if it is written that we must die, we
shall have the consolation of dying in each other’s arms (p. 170).”
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Because of Pinocchio’s courage, he can encourage his father to survive and
follow his plans. As the result, both of them successfully escaped from that
ferocious Shark.
g. Kind
In the story, Pinocchio was described as a kind person. Although he used to
be very disobedient in the beginning, but he can show his good side. He can be
very kind like helping other people. For example, Pinocchio helped the farmer,
who had mistaken Pinocchio for the thieves and caught him as the replacement of
his watchdog, catch the thieves, Polecat.
It was Pinocchio who had closed it, and not content with this, he put a big
stone against it for greater security.
Then he began to bark, and he barked just like a watchdog (p. 96)
The farmer then recognized Pinocchio’s kindness. He said to Pinocchio:
“Good for you, my boy,” said the farmer, patting him on the back.
“Such sentiments do you honor; and to show how pleased I am with you I
will set you free, and you may go home (p. 97).”
He is very grateful to Pinocchio. As the result of Pinocchio’s kindness, the
Farmer set him free. Pinocchio also showed his kindness toward the Mastiff. The
Mastiff, who got the order from his boss to chase Pinocchio, suddenly sunk when
he followed Pinocchio to the sea. Pinocchio, who recognized that the Mastiff
could not swim, turned back and help him.
“I’m drowning! I’m drowning!”
“Drown then,” replied Pinocchio, who was now far away and out of all
danger.
“Help me, Pinocchio, save my life!”
At that cry of despair the marionette, who at bottom had a very kind heart,
had pity on him, and turning to the dog (p. 122).
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Pinocchio also showed his kindness to the Snail when he came to Pinocchio
to give him theinformation that the Blue Fairy is in a hospital. She was ill and she
had no money to buy crust of bread. At that time, Pinocchio broughtsome money
to buy a new suit. Pinocchio said to the snail:
“I have only two shillings...here they are; I was just about to buy myself a
new suit. Take them, Snail, and carry them quickly to the kind Fairy. What
do I care for a new suit! I would even sell these rags I wear if it would help
her. Go, Snail, hurry. If you will come back in two days, I can give you a
little more (p. 181)
As the result of his kindness, the Blue Fairy already acknowledges his
goodness and gives Pinocchio and Geppetto wealth; and gives Pinocchio new
appearance, real boy.

2. Geppetto
Geppetto is Pinocchio’s father. He is the one who carved Pinocchio’s piece of
wood into the marionette. He is a lonely old man who lived in the poor house as
stated in the quotation below:
“Geppetto lived in a little room on the ground floor that was lighted by a
window under the stairs. His furniture could not have been simpler. A
rickety chair, a shaky bed, and a broken-down table. At the back of the
room a fireplace could be seen, with the fire lighted; but the fire was
painted, and over the fire was a painted kettle which was boiling merrily,
and sending forth a cloud of steam that was just like real steam (p. 29).
He also lived near his friend’s house, Mr. Antonio. Mr. Antonio is the one who
gave Geppetto a piece of wood, which then carved into a marionette named
Pinocchio. He had a funny nickname which is Polendina. He received a nickname
Polendina because his yellow wig is like a dish of polenta, which looked like
porridge. Geppetto became very quick-tempered when everyone called him with
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that name (p. 26). The evidence showed when Mr. Antonio called him Polendina,
suddenly Geppetto gone wild. He had a fought and quarreled with Mr. Antonio.
From the author’s description, it was shown that Geppetto didn’t have a wife or
a child. Thus, that condition makes Geppetto have several interesting
characteristics which is caring, and wise.
a.

Caring

As a father, Geppetto really cares about his son, Pinocchio. Although
sometimes he act too firmly but from his words, it was revealed that Geppetto
loves his son so much. The evidence can be seen when Geppetto found out that
Pinocchio was lied down on the floor once his feet got burned, he took pity on
hi m .
At first he was furious; but when he saw his own Pinocchio lying on the
floor, and actually without any feet, his anger melted away. He took him
up in his arms, kissed and caressed him, and with tears running down his
cheeks (p. 41).
His love towards his son, Pinocchio, was proven when Pinocchio was hungry.
He gave all his food to Pinocchio although he didnot have any (p. 42). He also
sold his coat to buy a book for Pinocchio eventhough the weather is very cold.
“Patience!” cried Geppetto suddenly, and jumping up he put on his old
fustian coat, all holes and patches, and ran out of the house.
In a little while he was back again with a primer in his hand for his son;
but the poor man was in his shirt-sleeves, and it was snowing outside (p.
47).
As a response from Pinocchio about his father’s care, he said “Only a father
would make such a sacrifice (p. 48)!” Geppetto also showed his concern to
Pinocchio by looking for Pinocchio that had not been come home for a long time.
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He was willing to take a risk in order to find Pinocchio. In the end, he was trapped
in the Big Shark in the middle of his journey.
b.

Wise

Geppetto is described as wise old man. It is because he is an experienced man
who had lived for a long time. He showed his wise nature in various things. For
example in naming Pinocchio, he took the name that has a meaning.
“What shall I call him?” he said to himself. “I think I will call him
Pinocchio. This name will bring him good luck. I once knew a whole
family of Pinocchios: there was Pinocchio the father, and Pinocchia the
mother, and Pinocchii the children and they all got along splendidly. The
richest of them was a beggar (p. 29).”
Geppetto gave the marionette a meaningful and good name because he hope
that the marionette would not be just an ordinary marionette. He wanted the
marionette to bring good luck and make him rich.
Geppetto is a wise father. He taught Pinocchio to show his gratitude toward
foods. He said to Pinocchio, “We should accustom ourselves from childhood to
eat whatever is set before us, and be thankful to get it (pp. 42-43).” Geppetto,
unhesitatingly, punished Pinocchio to teach him that he had done something
wrong. When Pinocchio’s feet got burned, Pinocchio grumbled to Geppetto
because he wanted some new feet but Geppetto let him cried and complained all
day long. At last, Geppetto said:
“Why should I make you new feet? So that you can run away from home
again?”
“I promise,” said the sobbing marionette, “that from this day forth I will be
good.”
“That’s just what all children say when they want something,” replied
Geppetto.
“I promise to go to school, and study, and make you proud of me...”
“All children say that very thing when they want something (p. 45).”
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From the dialogue above, Geppetto tried not to spoil Pinocchio by gave him a
punishment. He wisely taught him a lesson so that he could not disobeyed him
again. Later on, He keeps telling Pinocchio that Pinocchio should gained
knowledge and learned a trade. Because of his words, Pinocchio became
successful in both school and trade; and eventually drove him to the sudden
change of their condition (p. 182)

3. Blue Fairy
Blue Fairy is described as a little girl whose hair was blue and her face as white
as wax. Since Pinocchio did not have mother, she was the one who act a role as
Pinocchio’s mother who adores him. At the moment she met Pinocchio,she saved
Pinocchio from the assassins and released him when he was hung in the oak tree.
She has several followers who obey her order. Those are the large bird called
Falcon, a Poodle, a Crow, an Owl, a Snail, and the Talking Cricket. At first,
Pinocchio acknowledges her as a sister due to her appearance as a little girl. But
she has a power to change her appearance. Pinocchio met Blue Fairy once again in
Busy-Bee Island. At that time, Pinocchio noticed that her appearance had
changed.
“You rogue of a marionette, how did you recognize me?”
“It’s because I love you so much that I knew you.”
“Do you remember? I was a little girl when you left me, and now I am a
woman. I could almost be your mother (p. 109).
Although she is fairy, she does not have eternal life. She can possiblyget sick.
In the end of the story, the Snail told Pinocchio that the fairy is lying on the bed in
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the hospital (p. 180). Like a mother to his son, she has kind and patient
characteristics.

a. Kind
The Blue Fairy is very kind to Pinocchio. Since Pinocchio did not have a
mother, she offered herself to become Pinocchio’s mother. She was the one who
ordered his fellow animal friends to rescue him from the assassins and made him a
medicine to heal him. From that moment, Pinocchio admitted that the Fairy was
kind through her action toward him. Pinocchio said:
“O kind Fairy, kind Fairy,” cried Pinocchio.” Give me the glass
quickly...hurry for mercy’s sake, for I don’t want to die, no, I don’t want to
die (p. 77).”
Pinocchio, from his dialogue with the drum-maker, proves something about the
Blue Fairy.
“And who is this Fairy?”
“She is my mother, and she is like all other mothers who love their
children dearly and never lose sight of them, and help them in all their
troubles, even when, because of their escapades and their naughty ways,
they deserve to be left to themselves. So, as I was saying, as soon as the
kind Fairy saw that I was in danger of drowning, she sent an immense
shoal of fishes who thought that I was a dead donkey, and began to eat me
(p. 162).”
From the quotation above, Pinocchio recognized that she was the one who
helped him when he was drowning and turn him back from donkey to a
marionette. The Blue Fairy was showed her kindness by helping Pinocchio in
Busy-Bee Island when Pinocchio almost died from hunger and thirst but no one
give a food for him, she gave him a sip of water (p. 106-107). The last
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kindnessthat the Fairy gave to Pinocchio is the sudden change of Pinocchio’s
family which is wealth and Pinocchio’s real boy (p. 181-183).
b. Patient
Like a nature of a mother, the Blue Fairy has the patience toward his naughty
son, Pinocchio. She shows her patiencewhen she asks Pinocchio to drink the
medicine she made. She deals with Pinocchio’s stubbornness so that Pinocchio
willtake the medicine. She does notangry whenever Pinocchio does not take a
medicine. However, she still serves him patiently.
“It’s too bitter! It’s too bitter! I can’t drink it!”
“How can you say so, when you haven’t even tasted it?”
“Oh, I know it is! I can smell it. Give me another lump of sugar, and then
I’ll drink it.”
So the fairy, with all the patience of a kind mother, put another lump of
sugar in his mouth: then she offered him the glass (p. 76).
Because she was very patient, shecould easily forgive Pinocchio for every
mistake he had made. The Blue Fairy asked Pinocchio to come back to his father.
But he disobeyed her advice. Later on, Pinocchio was very sad knowing that he
was very disobedient and made the fairy disappointed. But when he met the Blue
Fairy in the Busy-Bee Island, the fairy with none of the anger and all the patience
forgive Pinocchio.
“If you only knew how sad I felt and how my heart ached when I read,
herelies...”
“I know, and that is why I forgave you. You were truly sorry, and then I
knew that you had a good heart; and if a child has a good heart, even if he
is mischievous and brought up badly, one can always hope that he will
mend his ways. That is why I came here to look for you. I will be your
mamma.. (p. 110).”
Although Blue Fairy forgives him, Pinocchio keeps doing naughty things. He
disobeys his mother to go to the seashore to play instead of going to school.
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Because of that he got so much trouble. When he came back to the Fairy’s house,
she still forgives Pinocchio. Without any anger, she said:
“I will forgive you just once more,” said the Fairy.
“But woe betides you if you do wrong again (p. 133).”
In the end of the story, the Fairy kept showed her patience by not blaming
Pinocchio for everything that happened. She believed that Pinocchio would do
good things and become a real boy at a time.

B. The Plot in Carlo Collodi’s The Adventures of Pinocchio
1. Exposition
In the early chapter of the story, Collodi gave the introduction about the origin
of the main character, Pinocchio. Pinocchio is introduced as the enchanted piece
of wood. From the wood, he was carved into the fine yet naughty marionette.
Pinocchio’s name came from the family of Pinocchiowho’s all the family member
got along splendidly (p. 29). Collodi also gave introduction about the other main
character that has the relationship with Pinocchio which is Geppetto.Geppetto is
Pinocchio’s father.
Collodi also gave introduction about Geppetto and Pinocchio’s house. He
stated that their house is very simple: little room, a rickety chair, a shaky bed, and
a broken-down table (p. 29).
The secondary characters were also introduced in the early chapters which
were Talking Cricket and the Fox and the Cat. In chapter four, Talking Cricket
was introduced. He is the large cricket who gave Pinocchio good advice.
Pinocchio met the Fox and the Cat on the way home from the Fire-eater’s show in
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the chapter 12. They are the Fox who broke his leg and the Cat who both of his
eyes was blind. They were interested with Pinocchio’s money got from the Fireeater and planned to take the money from Pinocchio. They were also disguised
into the assassins to steal the money.
The Blue Fairy, one of the three main characters, was introduced by Collodi
lastly at the chapter 16. Blue Fairy is the girl who has blue hair and white skin.
She helped Pinocchio when Pinocchio was hung in the tree by the assassins. She
has several followers; those are Falcon, Poodle, Crow, Owl, Snail and Talking
Cricket. Because she was very nice to Pinocchio, he admitted her as his sister.

2. Complication
The plot goes forward from the exposition to the next part that is complication
or rising action. The complication included some conflicts that the main character
faced in the story.Firstly is the conflict between Pinocchio and the Fox and the
Cat. Pinocchio asked to go to the field of miracle by the Fox and the Cat. When
they got there, they asked Pinocchio to dig a hole and put the money on it. After
that Pinocchio went to the mill-dam to get a bucket of water and watered the
ground where the money was buried. Later, they asked Pinocchio to go away and
came backin about 20 minutes. After 20 minutes had passed, he came back to that
place but he saw nothing but an empty hole. The buried money was stolen by the
Fox and the Cat (pp. 84-85).
The next is the conflict between Pinocchio and the Farmer. Pinocchio came to
the farmer’s field and picked a few bunches of grapes. Suddenly, he was caught in
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the trap set by the farmer to catch the polecats. The Farmer thought that Pinocchio
is a thief.
“Ah, you thief!” the farmer said angrily, “so it’s you who are stealing my
chickens!”
“It isn’t me, it isn’t me,” sobbed Pinocchio; “I only came into the field to
pick a few bunches of grapes!”
“Anyone who will steal grapes will steal chickens. Leave it to me! I’ll
teach you a lesson you’ll remember for a while (p. 93)!”
The Farmer put the collar on Pinocchio’s neck and tied it on the wall. He said
that Pinocchio could be his new watchdog. One night, Pinocchio discovered that
the thief who stole chickens were the Polecats. Because of that, the Farmer took of
the collar and set him free (pp. 95-97).
Pinocchio also had a conflict with his schoolmates. His schoolmates asked him
there was a shark in the sea. They asked Pinocchio to come along with them.
Unfortunately, there was no shark and Pinocchio was upset because he had to
leave the school. He had a fight with his schoolmates that caused one of his
schoolmate fainted.
One of these rogues seized this volume, and aiming at Pinocchio’s head,
he let it fly with all the force he could muster; but instead of hitting the
marionette it struck one of his companions on the head. The child turned as
white as a sheet, and crying out, “Oh Mamma, help me, I am dying (p.
118)!”
Because of that incident, the police came and blamed Pinocchio for the things
that happened. Pinocchio refused to be blamed and ran away (p. 120).
The Mastiff was sent by the police to catch Pinocchio. Unfortunately,
Pinocchio jumped to the sea but the Mastiff was nearly drowned because he could
not swim. Pinocchio who felt sorry for the Mastiff decided to rescue him.
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“Good-bye, Pinocchio.” replied the dog. “A thousand thanks for saving me
from death. You have done me a great kindness, and in this world one
good turn deserves another. If you should ever need me, I will not fail you
(p. 123).”
Pinocchio continued to swim until he reached the shore and found a grotto in
the rock. Unluckily, he was caught in the fish net when the Fisherman came. The
Fisherman took Pinocchio inside his grotto because he thought that Pinocchio is
the new species of fish. When Pinocchio was going to be boiled, he saw the
Mastiff. The Mastiff jumped and took Pinocchio from the Fisherman’s hand.
“How can I ever thank you?” said the marionette.
“You need not thank me,” replied the dog; “you saved my life, and one
good turn deserves another. You know we must all help each other in this
world (p. 128).”
The second is the conflict between Pinocchio and society that is Busy-Beeville
resident. The conflict happened when Pinocchio reached the Busy-Bee Island on
the way searching his father. In the Busy-Bee Island he made his way to the BusyBeeville. In that place, the streets were full of people hurrying back and forth on
business. Every people in that place were working (p. 105). Pinocchio, who was
very hungry, begged to the kind man he met on the street and asked a penny. The
man said, “Not only one penny,” replied the coal dealer, “but I will give you four,
if you will help me to draw these loads of coal home (p. 106).” Because of the
man’s words, Pinocchio got mad said that he was not a donkey. Then he asked the
other man to give him a penny. The man said, “Willingly; come with me and
carry cement,” replied the bricklayer, “and instead of one penny, I will give you
five (p. 106).” Pinocchio refused because the cement is so heavy. Later he asked
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20 people in less than half an hour but every one of them said that Pinocchio
should do some work to earn his own bread instead of begging on the street.

3. Climax
From complication or rising action, the story reaches the climax which is the
character’s greatest struggle in the story. The climax started when the Blue Fairy
forgive Pinocchio for the last time. She said to Pinocchio that she would not give
Pinocchio another chance if he do something wrong again (p. 133). She also told
Pinocchio to invite all his friends in the next morning because Pinocchio’s wish
would be granted. Pinocchio invited all his friends including Lampwick, one of
his classmates. Pinocchio found him waiting for the carriage destined to Toyland
and asked Pinocchio to join him. Pinocchio refused to join him at first but after
Lampwick pushed him, he began to have an interest in that place (pp. 138-139).
The Climax continued when Pinocchio finally reached Toyland by the Little
Man’s carriage drown by several donkey. He was very happy to play all day long
in there but the day after tomorrow he was very surprised because his ears turned
into the donkey ears. In no time, Pinocchio and his friend, Lampwick turned
completely into a perfect donkey (pp. 149-151). Knowing that they both had
turned into a donkey, the Little Man sold them in the market.
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Lampwick was bought by a farmer whose donkey had died the day before;
and Pinocchio was sold to the Ringmaster of a company of clowns and
rope-walkers, who intended to teach him to jump and dance with the other
animals belonging to the company (p. 152).
Pinocchio was taught to become a circus star. He was trained in several months
before his first show. In the show, he made a mistake that caused him to break his
leg and became lame. The Ringmaster finally sold Pinocchio to the Drum Maker.
The Drum Maker then tied a rope with a stone in Pinocchio’s neck and brought
him into the sea and pushed him so he fell into the water in order to kill him
before skin him (p. 159).
At the time he was drowned, his body turned back to the marionette. He
thought that the Fairy helped him. He said goodbye to the Drum Maker before he
began to swim back to his home. On his way, Pinocchio encountered Big Shark
called “Attila of the Fish and the Fisherman”. He swam faster to dodge the Shark
because The Shark tried to eat him. Pinocchio was too late to save himself and got
swallowed by the Shark. In the Shark’s body, he met a fish called Tunny who
gave him direction that there was someone in the deep of the Shark’s body (p.
164-166).
Pinocchio met Geppetto in the deep of the Shark’s body. Geppetto was caught
by the Shark when he tried to search for Pinocchio. Pinocchio told his father to go
out from the Shark’s body.
“Then Daddy,” said Pinocchio, “there is no time to be lost. Let us try to
find a way to escape immediately.”
“To escape?But how?”
“We can escape by the way of the Shark’s mouth; throw ourselves into the
sea, and swim for the shore. You can get on my back, and I will carry you
safe and sound to the shore (p. 170).”
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Pinocchio’s plan was worked. They finally came out from the Shark’s belly
and started to swim reached the shore. Pinocchio pretended to be strong to
encourage his father but all his strength had been worn out. Tunny who was
followed Pinocchio’s plan came and carried them until they reached the beach.
Pinocchio gave a kiss to Tunny before they said goodbye to each other (pp. 173174).

4. Denouement
Finally, after the climax happened the story reaches the ending of the story
which is called denouement or resolution. The effect of the climax toward
Pinocchio is that he finally reached the beach after he was helped by Tunny.
Geppetto who was carried on Pinocchio’s back suffered with a cold.
Unfortunately, they found a cottage with a Talking Cricket inside. Pinocchio let
Geppetto to rest in the cottage while he asked the Cricket how to get some milk
for his father. The Cricket told him to go to Giangio house. After he got there, he
asked Giangio to give him some milk but Pinocchio did not have any money.
Giango said to Pinocchio:
“Wait a minute,” said Giangio, “perhaps we can make a bargain. Will you
turn the windlass for me?”
“What is the windlass?”
“It’s that machine that brings up water from the cistern to water the
orchard.”
“I will try.”
“Well if you will draw a hundred buckets of water, I will give you a cup of
milk (p. 177).”
Pinocchio, in order to get a cup of milk, had to work very hard. In a very short
time, Pinocchio turned into a hard worker marionette. Giangio was very
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impressed with him and said, “My donkey has done this work until now but the
poor beast is dying today (p. 178).” He wanted to see the donkey and realized that
the donkey was his friend, Lampwick.
From that day onward, he worked in Giangio house for five months. He earned
money to buy a cup of milk for his sick father. He also learnt to spend his spare
time to make a basket of reeds and sold it to make his father a little cart to take his
father out for a ride when the weather was good. He also practiced reading and
writing every day from the book he bought with his own money (p. 179).
In the very end of the story, Pinocchio met the snail when he went to the
market to buy him a new jacket, cap, and a pair of shoes. He was surprised to
meet the snail and asked the Fairy’s condition.
“My dear Pinocchio, the poor Fairy lies in bed in a hospital!”
“In a hospital?”
“It’s only too true. Overcome by a thousand disasters, she is very, very ill,
and she has no money with which to buy even a crust of bread (p. 180).”
Knowing that the Fairy is ill, Pinocchio decided to give his money to the snail
in order to help the Fairy. Pinocchio had known that had made too many mistake
to the Fairy so the thought that this is the time to repay her kindness. The Snail
gave a thousand thanks to Pinocchio as he ran quickly to give the Fairy the
money.
As the result of his kindness,in his dream he saw the Fairy gave him kisses.
When the dream ended, he was surprised that he was no longer a marionette but a
real boy with a new suit, a new cap, and a pair of boots. The Blue Fairy also
returned Pinocchio’s money and doubled it. Geppetto became as healthy as young
man. Pinocchio was rejoiced to see his father. He looked around and found a
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wooden marionette leaning against the chair and said, “How ridiculous I was
when I was a marionette! And how glad I am that I have become a real boy (pp.
182-183)!”From Pinocchio’s word, he finally learns that he completely realized
he had become a better manwho love his family, have a responsibility, and
committed that he would not came back to his old self.

C. The Message Revealedthrough the Main Characters and the Plot
From the analysis of the main characters and plot, there are five messages that
reveals. According to the story, there are so many messages that implies in the
story but the writer only takes five messages due to the limitation in the analysis
of the study. Those messages are:

1. Everyone Should Have the UnwaveringConvictions
The writer gets a message that everyone should have the unwavering
convictionsby paying attention to the Pinocchio’s characteristic and the plot in the
story. From the first analysis, Pinocchio wasdescribed as disobedient and
indecisive person who could ignore every good advice and easily changed his own
decision depending on his own pleasure. Being disobedient and indecisive made
Pinocchio does not have any conviction and threw him into many
troubles.Pinocchio who was decided to come back to his father, Geppetto, and
promised to the Blue Fairy to stay by his father’s side, suddenly went to the field
of miracle with the Fox and the Cat’s temptation. In the end he lost all his money
and ended up in jail (pp. 80-87).
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The same case can be seen when Pinocchio promised to the Blue Fairy to study
and work hard.
“I will study, I will work, I will do everything you want me to, for I am
sick of leading the life of a marionette. I want to become a real boy, cost
what it may. You promised that I could, do you?”
“Yes, I promised, and now it depends on you (p. 111).”
At the time he went to school, one of his friends came to him and asked him to
go to the beach to see the big shark. Pinocchio refused because he only wanted to
go to school. His friend persuaded him to leave school and Pinocchio followed his
friend’s persuasion thinking that the Fairy would not find out. Unfortunately,
there was no shark at all. Pinocchio got a fight with his friends because they lied
to Pinocchio. As the result, one of his friends was unconscious because he was hit
with the thick book and Pinocchio got blamed for it (pp. 113-119).
The first message that can be learned from Pinocchio’s characteristics and the
events in the story is being disobedient and indecisive made people’s conviction is
weak and leads someone into bad situations.

2. Everyone Must MaketheBest Effort to Obtain the Satisfactory Result
Due to the second message that everyone must make the best effort to obtain
the satisfactoryresult; the writer refersto Pinocchio’s spoiled and dishonest
characteristic. As the writer stated in the first analysis, Pinocchio is a spoiled
person who does not like to study and work but playing. Because of that, he
would not get everything that he wanted. In Busy-Beeville located in Busy-Bee
Island, Pinocchio was stranded and felt hungry. Pinocchio begged for a penny to
buy some food from the passer-by but they all answered the same, Pinocchio
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should helped them in order to get a penny or two (p. 106). He refused help them
because he dislike working. Finally he met the mysterious little woman who
offered him a job to carry the pitcher in exchange of a food and a pastry. Thinking
that there were no other choices, he decided to help the little woman to carry the
pitcher and got his food and pastry (p. 107).
At the last chapter when Pinocchio and his father successfully escaped from the
Big Shark’s body, they reached the cottage near the beach. Knowing that his
father was sick and needed some food, Pinocchio was looking for something for
his father and he asked a gardener, Giangio, to give him a cup of milk. Giangio
would not give him if Pinocchio did not have any penny. Instead of that,
Pinocchio had to work for Giango in exchange for a cup of milk.
“That’s too bad,” replied the gardener. “If you haven’t even a farthing,
neither have I a drop of milk.”
“Patience!” said Pinocchio, and he turned to go away.
“Wait a minute,” said Giangio, “perhaps we can make a bargain. Will you
turn the windlass for me? If you will draw a hundred buckets of water, I
will give you a cup of milk.”
“All right” (p. 177)
Since that moment, Pinocchio turned from the spoiled person into a hard
worker person who can get his own money and a cup of milk for his father (pp.
179). From that event, the message that can be learned is a spoiled person would
get nothing. People must do their best effort and be a hard worker to achieve
something or to gain something.
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3. Everyone Should be Brave to Do What They Have to Do
In the third message, the writer focuses on Pinocchio’s courage and kindness
toward other person. His courage leads him into a better situation that helped him
deal with the troubles. In his conflict with the Farmer, he was mistaken for a thief
that stole the Farmer’s grapes. The Farmer put a collar on Pinocchio’s neck so that
he could not run away. At night, he discovered that the real thieves were the
Polecats. Because he wanted to help the farmer,he boldly tricked the Polecats and
locks them in the henhouse and called the Farmer. The Farmer was pleased and
put off the collar on his neck and released Pinocchio (pp. 96-97).
Pinocchio’s courage and kindness also made him and his father to get out from
the Big Shark’s body. Pinocchio encouraged his father when Geppetto was
desperate. He said to Geppetto.
“We can escape by way of the Shark’s mouth; throw ourselves into the
sea, and swim for the shore.”
“That sounds very fine, dear Pinocchio, but I can’t swim.”
“That doesn’t matter, I am a good swimmer. You can get on my back, and
I will carry you safe and sound to the shore.” (p. 170)
Pinocchio carried his father on his back and put all his might to swim to the
shore carrying his father. Although he nearly lost all his strength he kept
swimming. As a result, the two of them got into the shore safely. This third
message showed that the kindness will bring up the courage that can take any
trouble down, gives strength to do what they have to do, and deal with any serious
and worst situations.
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4. Everyone Should Learn to Forgive Others’ Mistakes
This message focuses on two main characters which are Geppetto and the Blue
Fairy. In the first analysis, Geppetto was described as caring and wise person and
the Blue Fairy was described as someone who is patient. In the story, two of them
always deal with Pinocchio’s delinquency that any other person could not handle
it.Pinocchio was behaving badly that made Geppetto be arrested by the police.
Geppetto came home and found Pinocchio lying on the ground with his feet
burned. He let his son sobbed for a moment to punish him until he finally forgive
him and made him new feet (p. 46).
The Blue Fairy who acts as Pinocchio’s mother was very patient and calm.
Although Pinocchio ignored her good advice, she would forgive him like she does
in Busy-Bee Island when she disguised as a little woman (p. 109). Once again,
Pinocchio broke his promise but she was patient and did not get mad at him. The
Blue Fairy told him.
“I will forgive you just once more,” said the Fairy.
“But woe betides you if you do wrong again.” (p. 133)
Although Pinocchio promised to be a good boy once again, he broke it because
he wanted to go to the Toyland with Lampwick. As a result, Pinocchio turned into
a donkey. The Fairy helped Pinocchio when he was drowned in the river by the
Drum maker although she was betrayed. The Fairy turned him back into the
marionette (p. 162). From these events, it can be seen that it is essential toforgive
the other’s mistakeswhether it was a small or big mistake.
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5. Everyone Should be Willing to Sacrifice for Others
In this message, the writer focuses on the main character’s kindness towards
each other. Pinocchio and the Blue Fairy share the same personality which is kind
and Geppetto’s wise personality.The writer believes that someone who is kind
would easily do a sacrifice. It can be seen when Geppetto gave all his pears to
hungry Pinocchio. Geppetto said to Pinocchio, “These three pears were for my
breakfast; but I gladly give them to you. Eat them, and may they do you good (p.
42).” Geppetto did not want to see his beloved son dying and screaming in
hunger. If Geppetto did not have any kindness, he would eat all his pears by
himself and did not realize that Pinocchio is the one who needed the most.
In the last chapter, Pinocchio showed his kindness toward the Blue Fairy by
giving all his money that he needed to buy a new suit. The Snail, the Blue Fairy’s
chambermaid, informed him that the Fairy was lies in a bed in a hospital and has
no money to buy a crust of bread. Pinocchio replied:
“Is it possible? Oh, what dreadful news! Oh, the poor Fairy! The poor
Fairy! If I had a million pounds, I would run and give them to her; but I
have only two shillings...here they are; I was just going to buy myself a
new suit. Take them, Snail, and carry them too quickly to the kind Fairy.”
“But your new suit?”
“What do I care for a new suit? I would even sell these rags I wear if it
would help her. Go Snail, hurry. If you will come back in two days, I can
give you a little more. I will work five hours longer every day to maintain
my kind mother, also. Good bye Snail, I will expect you in two days.” (pp.
180-181)
At the night when he went to bed, he dreamed that the Fairy was smiled at him
and gave him a kiss. When he woke up Pinocchio realized that everything had
changed. He became a real boy, his father was totally cured, and he got his wealth
(p. 182).
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As the writer stated earlier that according to the story, the sacrifice cannot be
done if someone does not have any kindness. Sacrifice is importantwhen other
people needed something that we did not actuallyneed.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The last chapter in this thesis consists of the conclusions as the result of
the analysis on the problem formulations. After finishing the analysis, the writer
finds the answer of the three problems discussed in this thesis. The first problem
discussed is about the description of the main characters (Pinocchio, Geppetto,
and the Blue Fairy).
The first main character is Pinocchio. Pinocchio is described as a wooden
marionette that was born from the enchanted piece of wood. Pinocchio is a
disobedient child who likes to play instead of studying. He is also characterized as
a spoiled and dishonest person toward his parents. Besides, he shows the
politeness to others and likes to help others in need.
The second main character is Geppetto who is characterized as a lonely
old man who lived in the poor house. He is the man who carved the piece of wood
into the marionette named Pinocchio. He has the nickname “Polendina” because
his wig is like porridge. He acts as Pinocchio’s father because he showed
hisfatherly characteristics toward Pinocchio, such as caring and wise.
The Blue Fairy is the last main character analyzed in this study. She is a
beautifulgirl at her first appearancethat has blue hair and white face. Yet,
Sheturned into a mature woman in the Busy-Bee Island. She treats Pinocchio as
her own son because she adores him. She has several faithful followers. Those are
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She

possessesmotherly characteristics such as kind and patient.
The second problem discussed is the plot of the story. In the analysis, the
plot was divided into four parts: exposition, complication, climax, and
denouement. The exposition consists of the introduction of the main characters,
Pinocchio and Geppetto. The story begins with Geppetto who received the piece
of wood from Mr. Antonio and carved it into a marionette named Pinocchio. The
Blue Fairy was introduced later as Pinocchio starts his own adventure.
The complication or rising action in the story included the conflict
between Pinocchio and the other characters, such as the Fox and the Cat. Those
two characters tricked Pinocchio who has five gold coins to go to the field of
miracle. Pinocchio followed their order and realized that his coins were stolen.
Pinocchio also had a conflict with his schoolmates that caused him being chased
by the Mastiff and met the ugly Fisherman who mistook him as a fish. At the time
he reached Busy-Bee Island, he almost died of hunger and begged for some food
from the passer-by but they all refused to give him food unless he did a job.
Pinocchio was frustrated because he did not like to work but finally a kind woman
came into him and offered him a food.
The plot reaches its climax when Pinocchio was told to go to the Toyland,
a place where all the boys did not have to study and work but play. At that time,
the Blue Fairy asked Pinocchio to invite all his friends and Pinocchio promised to
the fairy to come back before dark. When he visited Lampwick to invite him,
Pinocchio was pushed to go to the Toyland and finally he decided to go there. As
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the result, Pinocchio turned into a donkey. The Toyland’s Manager sold him to
the circus. At the circus, he made a mistake and broke his own leg. The Circus
Master sold sell him to the Drum Maker. Pinocchio was drowned in the river by
the Drum Maker and back to his marionette form. From the river, he swam until
he found a sea and encountered the Big Shark. Fortunately, he was eaten by the
Shark and met his Father inside the Shark’s belly. Finally, the two of them
managed to get out from the Shark’s belly safely.
The denouement of the story happens when Pinocchio finally manages to
work hard and shows his kindness. Pinocchio had to work to give his father a cup
of milk every day. He worked in Giangio’s house. Not only a cup of milk but also
he could spend a lot of money from it. He gave his money to the Fairy because the
Fairy was sick and did not have any money to buy a food. The Fairy was touched
with Pinocchio’s kindness and gave him rewards.
After reading Carlo Collodi’s the Adventures of Pinocchio, the writer gets
five messages that isrevealed through the main characters and the plot of the story.
The first message is that everyone should have the unwavering convictions that
can help them to avoidanytrouble. For example, Pinocchio who has disobedient
and indecisive characteristicsalways facing a trouble and serious problems. If the
person is being obedient and decisive, they will have strong conviction that helps
them avoid any trouble as often as possible.
The second message is that everyone must make their best effort to obtain
the satisfactory result. It means that someone who wanted to gain something
which is good for them they should do their best to get it. Otherwise, someone
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who done something with less effort will get less result. For example, Pinocchio is
described as a spoiled person. He will not get anything if he does not want to
work. Later, Pinocchio decided to work hard and the result is that Pinocchio
achieved something that he dreamt of.
The third message, everyone should be brave to do what they have to do. It
means that to do something, courage is required. To do something means to help
someone in need. For the example when Pinocchio had a plan to get out from the
Shark’s belly, his father said that it was no use because he cannot swim. Pinocchio
put all his courage to get out from the Shark’s belly while carrying his father on
his back.
The fourth message is that everyone should learn to forgive others’
mistakes. Every person always made a mistakes but it’s hard for the other person
to

forgive

it.

Therefore,

everyone

should

accustom

themselves

to

forgivesomething that was unforgiven. The example is Geppetto and the Blue
Fairy. Geppeto and the Blue Fairy always forgive Pinocchio from whatever he
had done.
The last message is everyone should be willing tosacrificefor others. As a
relation to this message, kindness is the key to make a sacrifice considering that
other people might be needed something that we do not actually need. For the
example, Geppetto’s sacrifice to Pinocchio is that he sold his coat to buy a book
for Pinocchio although the weather was cold and also he gave Pinocchio all his
food. The other example is the sacrifice from Pinocchio to the Blue Fairy.
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Pinocchio gave all his money to the Blue Fairy because she was sick and did not
have any money to buy a crust of bread.
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APPENDIX

Summary of Carlo Collodi’s The Adventures of Pinocchio
Mr. Antonio is a carpenter who lives near Geppetto’s house. One day, He
accidentally finds the fine piece of wood when he was looking for a wood for his
little table. He takes his hatchet and starts to chop the wood. Suddenly, he heard
the wood cry and become very surprised. At that moment, Geppetto rapped on
Mr. Antonio’s door. After a several quarrels, Mr. Antonio gives the piece of wood
to Geppetto.
Geppetto brings the wood into his small house. As soon as he comes
home, he takes his tools and begins to carve the wood into a marionette. Soon, he
gives the marionette name ‘Pinocchio’. When Geppetto finishes carving the
marionette, Pinocchio run around the room and slips out of the door into the street
and run away. Geppetto tries to chase him but he hardly catches him up because
Pinocchio runs very quickly. The other person who sees that Geppetto is chasing
after Pinocchio assumes that Geppetto is going to abuse his own son. Then,
Geppetto was caught by the police and jailed.
Pinocchio realizes that he cannot live by himself. He isstarving and has no
food. The Talking Cricket comes and gives him a good advice but Pinocchio
throws a mallet and kills him. At night, he sleeps near the fire place and burnt his
own feet. Geppettowho comes back from the jail into the house in the next
morning, finds Pinocchio lying on the ground with burned feet and dying of
55
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hunger. Because Geppetto loves Pinocchio very much, He forgives Pinocchio and
gives him his food. He also fixes the marionette’s burned feet.Pinocchio promises
his father that he will go to school to study. Geppetto sells his coat just to buy him
a primer so that Pinocchio can go to school. On the way to school, he sells his
primer to buy a ticket to see the theatre. On the theatre, he meets a Showman or
Fire Eater who gives him five gold coins.
On the way home, Pinocchio meets the Fox and the Cat who interested in
Pinocchio’s gold coins. They persuade Pinocchio to go to the field of miracle that
canmake his coins double. Pinocchio agrees with their invitation. Unfortunately,
the assassins rob him and hung him in the oak tree. The Blue Fairy asks the falcon
to save him and calls the doctor to give him a medicine. She serves Pinocchio
patiently so that he will drink the medicine. The Blue Fairy tells Pinocchio that
she will be his sister because she loves Pinocchio.
The Blue Fairy asks Pinocchio to meet his father again but Pinocchio does
not do what the Blue Fairy asks. He goes to the field of miracle because he still
has a willing to double his coins. The Fox and the Cat say that Pinocchio should
plants his coin in there. Sadly, He gets nothing because the Fox and the Cat stole
his coins.
After several journey, Pinocchio arrives at the Farmer’s house. The Farmer
thinks that Pinocchio is the thieves who always stole his grapes. Pinocchio, who is
caught by the farmer, discovers a real thief. The Farmer says thanks to Pinocchio
and sets him free. Then he goes to the Busy-Bee Island and meets the Blue Fairy
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once again. At this time, Pinocchio promises her to be a disobedient boy and go to
school. Later, he does not fulfill the promises because he goes to the shore with
his schoolmates to see the shark. Soon, Pinocchio realizes that he is being fooled
by his friends. An accident happens and makes one of his friends fainted.
Pinocchio is blamed for the accident. The policeman asks the Mastiff to
chase Pinocchio. Pinocchio runs away and swims to the sea. The Mastiff follows
him but suddenly he is drowned because he cannot swim. Pinocchio has no
choices but to save the Mastiff. The Mastiff repays Pinocchio’s kindness by
saving him from the Fisherman who wants to eat Pinocchio.
Pinocchio finally comes back to the Blue Fairy house. Once again, he
promises her to be a good boy and study hard. The Blue Fairy forgives him again
and tells him that the next day he will become a real boy. The Blue Fairy asks
Pinocchio to invite all his friends for celebrating his achievement but he must
come back before dark. In his way of inviting his friends, he meets Lampwick
who asks him to go to the Toyland. Pinocchio chooses to go with Lampwick
instead of thinking about the promise with the Blue Fairy.
In Toyland, Pinocchio and Lampwick turn into a donkey. Toyland’s
Manager sells Pinocchio to the Circus. The Circus Manager sells Pinocchio to the
Drum Maker because Pinocchio accidentally broke his own feet. The Drum
Maker throws him into the river and suddenly Pinocchio turns back into a
marionette. He continues swimming and encounters a Big Shark. Pinocchio is
swallowed by the Big Shark and met his father inside the Shark’s belly.
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Boldly, Pinocchio manages to get out from the Shark’s belly while
carrying Geppetto on his back. He puts his strength to swim although he is already
exhausted. Finally, they find a house to live in. This situation drives Pinocchio
from a spoiled boy into a hard worker. As the result of his hard work, he gets his
own money to buy his father a cup of milk. One day, the Snail tells him that the
Fairy is in the hospital because she is ill. Pinocchio gives all his money that he
spends to help the Fairy. As the result of his kindness, the Fairy turns him into a
real boy.

